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THE ART OF CARL MCKENZIE 

Most folk, self-taught and other non-academic 
artists produce objects that are highly tangible, 
accessible and inspirational. In other words, a sense 
of craft, process or labor is evident in their work. Its 
functions c;ire clear. Its themes are familiar. And it 
transmits a feeling of cultural authenticity to viewers. 

Carl McKenzie is an excellent example of that sort 
of artist. His figures are deftly _carved from boards or
branches, scaled to fit the human hand and decorat
ed with homemade brushes, commercial markers or 
pencil. Along with their orderly design, many of his 
pieces show knots, checks and exposed grain, 
incised lines, interrupted patterns, paint 
blisters and splinters. 

The role or identity of each of 
McKenzie's figures is signified by its 
costume, customary attributes or a 
nameplate. The typical helmet-like crown 
of hair, broad flat brow, straightaway 
stare and stick-like uprightness of his 
figures reveals McKenzie's background 
as a frontporch whittler. 

McKenzie was born June 4, 1905, 
near Pine Ridge in Wolfe County, 
Kentucky, a very rough region where the 
hills are steep and the valleys narrow. His 
father was a logger who was killed by 
lightning when Carl was seven. 

Jasper Spencer, McKenzie's mater
nal grandfather who was a farmer, 
showed the boy how to use a knife. 
His first "whittles" were toys, mostly 
wooden pistols, made for his own 
amusement. After McKenzie's mother 
died of measles, when he was 13, he 
moved around the Red River Gorge 
area, working as a farmhand. 

He was married in 1927, had 
two children and found a good job 
as a kiln foreman at a tile factory 
near Cincinnati. He quit because of 
a pay cut, moved back to Eastern 
Kentucky and started working in 
the Hazzard coal fields where he 
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toiled for almost 20 years. During World War 11, 
McKenzie moved to Middletown, Ohio, to work in a 
steel plant, then returned to Kentucky where he "dab
bled in whisky" and drove a lumber truck. 

After health problems forced him to retire in 1961 , 
McKenzie built a small house in Snakey Hollow and 
took up carving to while away the time while his sec
ond wife worked at a nearby state park. 

He began to find commercial outlets for his work in 
the late 1960s, selling letter openers, toys, rabbit fam
ilies, small figures and angels through the Daniel 
Boone Trading Post and the Kentucky River Foothills 
Development Corporation. 

In 1977, folk art dealer Larry Hackley spotted 
McKenzie on his porch whittling a two-snake cane. 
Hackley bought it and soon began buying most of 
what the carver could produce, bringing McKenzie's 
work to the attention of collectors, folklorists and art 

professionals around the country. 
Asked where he gets his ideas, McKenzie 
said "I just pick up a piece of wood and 

look at it, and I think of something that I 
will make out of it. It amazes me." 

Among collectors, he is known for his playful 
canes and figures of Uncle Sam, the Statue of 

Liberty and his signature Devil Family. McKenzie's 
most complex work is devoted to religious subjects, 

such as tableaux of Adam and Eve and boxes filled 
with nativity scenes. Although he is not especially 

devout, McKenzie appears to have been influ
enced by the fundamentalist Christianity of 

Appalachian culture-and a ready market for 
folk•art that encouraged religious themes. 

By the mid-.1980s, his work had 
been shown in folk art exhibitions in 
Louisville and Lexington, and McKenzie 

had won awards from the Kentucky Arts 
Council and the Southern Arts 

Federation. 
Nevertheless, when asked if he 

thought of himself as an artist, McKenzie 
replied: "No, just an old whittler. Doesn't 

sound too good to me, calling me an artist." 

◄ Stiltwalker Joe Bowen as Uncle Sam 

by Carl McKenzie 

THE ART OF ADAM BRANDAU 

Adam Brandau is a retired tinsmith whose occu
pation has been an important element of his art. His 
father also was a tinsmith, and the young Brandau 
learned the trade early. By the age of eight, he 
asserts, he could solder as good as any man. 

His artistic efforts have been linked to his occu
pation ever since he created his first tin sculpture from 
the leftover scrap of a neon sign he made for a the
ater. "I made myself out of metal" Brandau says. In 
that act he forged an artistic and an occupational 
identity, and the links between the two have never 
been severed. 

The current exhibition in the Riffe Gallery is not the 
first display of Brandau's tinsmithing skills in 
Columbus. He w�rked for a time in the city and was 
a member of Sheet Metal Worker's Union, Local 98. 
After he retired in 1972, Brandau moved to a mobile 
home several miles outside Jackson, Ohio, where he 
had started a tinsmith business in 1939. 

Since his retirement Brandau has used his tin
smitl1ing skills to make art from materials that others 
consider junk. Most of his work is in tin; some of it is 
new, but most of it comes from discarded furnace ? 
ductwork or autobody materials. Occasionally he 
works in wood. His yard is full of his creations-air
planes with spinning propellers, a wind-driven Ferris 
wheel, birds and animals. 

Brandau's human figures have recently gained 
some national attention. His work was discovered 
several years ago by Chicago gallery owner Carl 
Hammer. He purchased Brandau's tin self-portrait 
from a man who had been traveling through Southern 
Ohio when Brandau's eclectic yard display caught his 
eye. The traveler purchased the tin Brandau, then 
resold it to Hammer. 

That incident illustrates a point made by folklorist 
Henry Glassie, who observed that people who are 
interested in American material folk culture find a 
great abundance of it along side roads. Hammer has 
purchased 10 more pieces of Brandau's work. 
Several other Brandau pieces are displayed in the 
John Lambert Gallery in Jackson. Those pieces also 
are in the current Riffe Gallery exhibition. 

Brandau draws patterns for his work freehand, 

usually on old copies of the 
local newspaper, The Wellston 
Telegram. Then he transfers 
the design to heavier 
material, frequently card
board, before he draws 
an outline on the metal. 
Brandau takes great 
care making his figures, 
and keeps the original 
designs, but does not 
often think of his cre
ations as specific rep
resentations or even as 
artistic efforts. When 
pressed he modestly 
replies, "I just like to 
make things." 

Such modesty 
about being called 
an artist is character
istic of many folk artists. 
Ttieir creations commonly grow out of practical need 
or self-amusement. Often, when their art work is 
related to their occupation, as Brandau's is, it grows 
out of a pride in the skill and workmanship required 
for their everyday jobs, qualities that may not be 
apparent to the untutored. 

Brandau's work in In Their Own Time demonstrates 
how occupationally related folk art may display a 
workman's skills and mastery of technique. Brandau 
takes pride in the fact that although his figures begin 
with scrap metal, once he's done with them no one 
can tell what materials he used or where they came 
from. 

The ability to transform junk into pleasing figures 
is a sign of the artist's creative impulse and of the 
workman's surpassing skill. In something approach
ing the original sense of the word, Brandau's cre
ations are masterpieces. They intrigue and amuse, 
while they demonstrate that he is a master of his 
craft, capable of making inventive use of the by-prod
ucts of his work. 

• 

Figure from Metal Men by Adam Brandau 
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In Their Own Time: The Art of Carl McKenzie and Adam Brandau was organized for the Ohio 

Arts Council by Liz Bank in Columbus and the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee Art Museum under 

the direction of Michael Flanagan. 

Liz Bank is a corporate and residential art consultant in Columbus, with more than 17 years expe

rience. She has operated art and antiques galleries in Michigan and Ohio, and is a board member of 

the Greater Columbus Arts Council and Stuart Pimsler Dance and Theatre. 

Michael Flanagan is director of the Crossman Gallery at the University of Wisconsin-Whitewater. He 

has more than 15 years experience working with art museums in the Midwest, and is a specialist in 

folk, visionary outsider and contemporary American art. 

You can visit the Riffe Gallery at the Ohio Arts Council's Web site: 

http://gosip.net.ohio.gov/www/oac/oac.html 

We're Building Ohio 
Through the Art� 
The Ohio Arts Council, a state agency established in 1965, is 

committed to the economic, educational and cultural devel

opment of Ohio. The Council believes the arts should be 

shared by the people of Ohio. The arts arise from public, indi

vidual and organizational efforts. The OAC supports and 

encourages those efforts. 
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The Ohio Arts Council is an equal opportunity employer. 

Ohio Arts Council 

727 East Main Street 

Columbus, OH 43205-1796 
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The Riffe Gallery, operated by the Ohio Arts Council, show

cases the work of Ohio's artists and the collections of the 

state's museums and galleries. 
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